
                      

2 Person Team HOA/NV GLOW GOLF Challenge, July 8th

PLAYED AT Kahite GOLF COURSE on the Last 5 Holes both Nines

WITH BUFFET DINNER and CASH BAR

Time to light up the July sky one more time with the HOA/NV GLOW GOLF Challenge. 
Anyone wish to try their skills with unique glow golf?  Bring two irons and a putter.  
Women no more than a 5 iron and men no more than a 7 iron, NO DRIVERS WOODS OR 
HYBRIDS.  Holes are shortened to accommodate irons only.  One glow ball per 2 person
team provided.  Your team will determine who will tee off on each hole and you will 
rotate shots until ball is holed.  If ball lands in sand trap, the alternate player must throw 
it out with non-dominant hand. (No Iron Play from Sand)
Flag stick will be lit on each hole.  There will also be a light in the hole.  Each person will
be bedazzled with a glow necklace as well for fun and safety!  Small pocket flashlight to
aid walking is recommended.
There will be a team golf prizes at the end of tourney.      
For a lost ball, $5.00 is required to be put into a ball replacement pot.
Some number of private lighted carts are a must.   If  you have or have access to a
private lighted cart please indicate by email to me when registering.

EXPERIENCE: You must be able to hit a golf ball reasonably straight to keep glow balls in
play.
MAX:  16-2 person teams ....32 people on each nine (Your Pros will Participate)
DATE & TIME: July 8th   NO REFUNDS AFTER June 15th                                      

Buffet dinner at Kahite at 6:45 pm, rules at 8:15 pm and game begins on holes 5 &
14 at 8:45 pm at sunset.                     

FEE: $40 per person (includes Glow ball and supplies, dinner, and Prizes) 

Contact person: Greg Mitchell 703-732-2412 or gm1putt@verizon.net


